ABSTRACT

PREFERENCE AGAINST VARIOUS TYPES OF VEGETATION THAT IS DESIGNED FOR A PUSAT KEGIATAN OLAH RAGA (PKOR) WAY HALIM BANDAR LAMPUNG
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Up to 2030 Bandar Lampung still need green open space 3.731,01 ha, with details of 1.682,50 ha private green open space and 2.048,51 public green open space. One of potential open space developed into green open Space is Pusat Kegiatan Olah Raga Way Halim. The propose of this observation is for determining the appropriate type of vegetation based on the preferences of the society. To know the preferences of the society against the type of vegetation used method Scenic Beauty Estimation, ask to society to assesing various type of vegetation that offered. The result showed visual factors of various vegetation type most liked by society are variety type of plants 26% (13 people), special arrangement of vegetation (12 people) and color of plants (8 people). While based of respondents background of job and level of education, generally liked the design of mixed composed type of vegetation. Based on the results of analysis by scenic beauty estimation method obtained the mixed composed type of vegetation have high esthetic value.
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